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1. INTRODUCTION
w xWe refer the reader to the books of Andrunakievich and Rjabuhin 4 ,
w x w x w xDivinsky 13 , Szasz 33 , and Wiegandt 36 for the basic terminology andÂ
results of the radical theory of rings. Note that in this paper the term
``radical'' means both ``radical class'' and ``radical property.''
Recall that an ideal I of a ring A is called essential if it has a nonzero
intersection with any nonzero ideal of A. Given an abstract class a and a
ring A with an ideal I, we shall call I an a-ideal if I g a . We set
< 4Ea s A A has an essential a-ideal .
 w x.The class Ea is called the essential co¨er of a see 17 .
Radicals and semisimple classes are in some sense opposite concepts.
The problem of a description of the radical-semisimple classes i.e., the
.radical classes that are also semisimple classes has attracted the attention
w xof a number of mathematicians. See, for example, Armendariz 5 , Stewart
w x w x w x w x w x31 , Szasz 32 , Wiegandt 34 and 35 , van Leeuwen and Jenkins 20 ,Â
w x w x w xGardner and Stewart 15 , and Loi 22 . In 1970 Stewart 31 proved that a
class M is a radical-semisimple class if and only if it is a semisimple class
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of an upper radical determined by a finite family of finite fields closed
under subfields. In particular, if M is a radical-semisimple class, then it is
a semisimple class of a hereditary radical, and so M s E M. Therefore E M
is a semisimple class.
Recall that a class S is semisimple if and only if it satisfies the following
 w x w x.conditions see 21 and 27 :
 .i S is hereditary.
 .ii S is closed under subdirect products.
 .iii S is closed under extensions.
w xAccording to 10, p. 6240 , the essential cover Er of a supernilpotent
radical r has the following properties:
 .i Er is hereditary.
 .ii Er is closed under extensions.
 .iii Er is closed under finite subdirect products.
 .iv Er is closed under arbitrary direct sums and direct products.
Thus Er is ``almost'' a semisimple class, and the following question arises
 w x w x.naturally see 10, p. 6240 and 9 : What are necessary and sufficient
conditions on a supernilpotent radical a which would guarantee that Ea
is a semisimple class?
w xIn 1995 in a joint work with Shum 7 , we solved this problem in a far
more general and difficult situation by giving an explicit description of all
radicals a with semisimple essential cover. In a subsequent paper, Wie-
w xgandt and Birkenmeier 11 described the above radicals as hereditary
radicals having complements in the lattice of all hereditary radicals. Using
w x our results 7 , they obtained an explicit description of complemented in
.the lattice of all hereditary radicals subidempotent radicals, thus complet-
w x w xing the corresponding result of Snider 29 . Wu 37 obtained a characteri-
zation of supernilpotent radicals with semisimple essential cover in terms
of their supplements.
w xThe present paper is a revised and strengthened version of our work 7 .
We obtain an explicit description of complemented radicals in the lattice
 .of all radicals Theorem 3.5 . In particular, it follows from our description
that a radical a is complemented in the lattice of all radicals if and only if
either a or its complement is a special radical determined by a finite
family of matrix rings over finite fields. The analogous result for the
complemented radicals in the lattice of all hereditary radicals was obtained
w xby Snider 29 . After that we study radicals a satisfying one of the
following conditions:
 .I If A is a subdirect product of rings belonging to Ea , then
 .a A / 0.
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 .  .II If A is a subdirect product of rings belonging to Ea , then a A
is an essential ideal of A i.e., the class Ea is closed under subdirect
.products .
In particular, we obtain
 .  .1 If a radical a satisfies I , then either a or Sa satisfies some
 .proper polynomial identity see Theorem 3.7 .
 .  .2 If a radical a satisfies II , then either every finitely generated
a-semisimple ring is a direct sum of a finite number of matrix rings over
finite fields, or for every finitely generated ring R there exists a central
 .  .idempotent e g R such that a R s eR Corollary 3.11 . Furthermore, a
 .complemented in the lattice of all radicals Theorem 3.10 .
 .3 Using the obtained results, we give an explicit description of
 .radicals a with semisimple Ea Theorem 3.14 , and we show that Ea is
 .semisimple if and only if a is hereditary and satisfies I .
 .4 We obtain an explicit description of radicals a such that every
finitely generated a-semisimple ring is a direct sum of simple rings
 .Theorem 3.18 . This result is motivated by the following theorem, which is
w xdue to Wiegandt 36, Theorem 16.1 : There is no proper radical class a
such that every a-semisimple ring is a direct sum of simple rings.
wOur approach is based on techniques and ideas developed in 29, 30, 6,
x7 . We close our discussion with the following open questions:
 .  .Q1 Describe radicals satisfying I . In particular, are they comple-
mented in the lattice of all radicals?
 .  .Q2 Describe radicals satisfying II .
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
w x w xThe reader is referred to the works of Procesi 25 and Rowen 26 for
the basic terminology and results of the theory of rings with polynomial
identity.
Given a radical a , an abstract class of rings P, a ring A, and a class of
rings M , we shall make use of the following notations:
b the Baer lower nil radical
J the Jacobson radical
Sa the semisimple class of a
U P the upper radical determined by P
L P the lower radical determined by P
E P the essential cover of the class P
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Sd P the subdirect closure of the class P
Z the ring of integers
Z the factor ring ZrmZ where m g Z, m / "1m
 :  .Z X the free Z -algebra without 1 on a set Xm m
 .T X ; P the T-ideal of polynomial identities of the class P in
 :Z X
 4A the class of all rings isomorphic to A
Z ` the quasi-cyclic groupp
A 1 R if A is an ideal of a ring R
Given an additively written Abelian group G, we set xy s 0 for all
x, y g G and denote by G0. the obtained ring. Let A be a ring with
nonempty subset S. We set
< < 4  4r A; S s a g A Sa s 0 and l A; S s a g A aS s 0 . .  .
Remark 2.1. Let A be a subdirectly irreducible ring with heart H.
 .  .Then r A; H and l A; H are both prime ideals of A.
 .Proof. Let I and J be ideals of A such that IJ : l A; H . If JH s 0,
 .then J : l A; H and there is nothing to prove. Assume that JH / 0.
Since JH is a nonzero ideal of A which is contained in H, we have that
 .  .  .JH s H. Therefore IH s I JH s IJ H : l A; H H s 0, and so I :
 .  .l A; H . Thus l A; H is a prime ideal of A. Analogously, one can show
 .that r A; H is a prime ideal of A.
 :Recall that a polynomial f g Z X is called proper if at least one of its
 :coefficients is equal to "1. Furthermore, a polynomial identity f g Z X
of a ring A is called proper if f is a proper polynomial. A ring A is called
a PI ring if it satisfies some proper polynomial identity.
wParticular cases of the following two results were proved in 6, Corollary
x1.1, Theorem 1.1 .
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let n be a nonnegati¨ e integer with n / 1, M an
abstract class of Z -algebras, t an infinite cardinal, and X a set withn
 .  < < < 4cardinality t . Let M t s A g M A F t and
K X ; M .
 :s F ker f f is a ring surjection of Z X onto some A g M . 4 . n
Then:
 .  .   ..1 K X ; M s T X ; M t .
 .  :   ..2 Z X rT X ; M t g Sd M.n
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 .  .  .3 There exists an infinite set Y such that T Y; M s K Y; M and
 :either Z Y g Sd M , or there exists a proper di¨ isor m of n and a propern
 :polynomial f g Z Y such that mf is a polynomial identity on M andn
 .  :K Y; M : mZ Y .n
 .   ..   :.4 If M is a semisimple class, then T X ; M t s U M Z X .n
 .  .   ..  .Proof. 1 Obviously, K s K X ; M = T X ; M t . Let f x , . . . , x1 n
g K. It is enough to show that f is a polynomial identity on every
 .  .A g M t . Let A g M t and a , a , . . . , a g A. Since X is an infinite set1 2 n
< < < <and X G A , there exists a surjective map of sets c : X ª A such that
 .c x s a for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Extending c to the surjective ring mapi i
 :  .  .f : Z X ª A, we see that 0 s f f s f a , . . . , a , and so f is an 1 n
  ..polynomial identity on A. Hence our claim is proved and K s T X ; M t .
 .  .Furthermore, 2 follows from 1 .
 .  :  .3 Let G s Z X _ T X ; M . Then for any f g G there exists a ringn
A g N that does not satisfy f. Pick an infinite cardinal s such that t F sf
< <  .and A F s for all f g G. Since A g M s for all f g G, we concludef f
  ..  .that T X ; M s s T X ; M . Let Y be a set of cardinality s containing
  ..  .   ..X. As T Y; M s and T Y; M are generated as T-ideals by T X ; M s
 .   ..  .  .and T X ; M , respectively, we see that T Y; M s s T Y; M . Now 1
 .  .implies that K Y; M s T Y; M .
Next, let P : Z be the subset of all of the coefficients of elementsn
 .from T Y; M . One can easily check that P is an ideal of Z , and so theren
exists a nonnegative integer m g Z dividing n such that P s mZ . Ifn
 .  .  .m s n, then T Y; M s 0, and so K Y; M s 0. Now 2 implies that
 :Z Y g Sd M. Finally, assume that m is a proper divisor of n. Letn
 .g g T Y; M be a polynomial with m as one of its coefficients. Since m
divides all of the coefficients of g, there exists a proper polynomial
 :  .f g Z Y such that mf s g. By the definition of T Y; M , mf is an
 .polynomial identity on M. By the choice of m, we have that K Y; M s
 .  :T Y; M : mZ Y .n
 .   :.  .  .4 Clearly, U M Z X s K X ; M . The result now follows from 1 .n
THEOREM 2.3. Let M be an abstract class of rings. Suppose that M either
is hereditary, or is homomorphically closed. Then either M satisfies a proper
polynomial identity, or there exist m g Z and an infinite set X such that
 :m / "1 and Z X g Sd M.m
Proof. Suppose that the class M does not satisfy a proper polynomial
identity. Given a nonnegative integer n and A g M , we set
< 4t A s a g A na s 0 , M s t A A g M , 4 .  .n n n
n < 4M s ArnA A g M , M s M .`
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Clearly, M 0 s M. Let N be a minimal subclass of M that does not satisfy
any proper polynomial identity and is of the form M if M is hereditary ork
k  <is of the form M if M is homomorphically closed. Let P s m g Z mA
4s 0 for all A g N . Clearly, P s nZ for some n / "1, and every ring in
N is a Z -algebra.n
 .  .Let K s K Y; M and m be as in Proposition 2.2 3 . If m s n, then
 .  .  :K s 0 by Proposition 2.2 3 , and so Proposition 2.2 2 implies that Z Yn
 .g Sd M. Suppose that m / n. Then, by Proposition 2.2 3 , there exists a
 .  :proper polynomial f x , . . . , x g Z X such that mf is a polynomial1 k n
identity on N. It follows that for every A g N and all a , a , . . . , a g A,1 2 k
 .  .we have that f a , a , . . . , a g t A . First assume that N is hereditary.1 2 k m
Then N s M . Since m is a proper divisor of n, N ; N by the choice of n.n m
 .Therefore N satisfies a proper polynomial identity, say g y , y , . . . , y gm 1 2 r
 :  .Z X . As t A g N for all A g N,n m m
h x , . . . , x s g f x , . . . , x , . . . , f x , . . . , x .  .  . .11 r k 11 1k r1 r k
is a proper polynomial identity on N, a contradiction. Next assume that M
is homomorphically closed. Then N s M n. As m is a proper divisor of n,
we conclude that N m ; N by the choice of n. Therefore N m satisfies a
 .  :proper polynomial identity, say g y , y , . . . , y g Z X . Let h be as1 2 r n
above. We claim that h2 is a proper polynomial identity on N. Indeed, it is
clear that h2 is a proper polynomial. Since g is a polynomial identity on
 .  .ArmA and f a , a , . . . , a g t A for all A g N and all a , a , . . . , a1 2 k m 1 2 k
g A, we conclude that,
h a , . . . , a g t A l mA .  .  .11 r k m
w  .  .x2 2for all A g N and all a , . . . , a g A. As t A l mA s 0, h is a11 r k m
proper polynomial identity on N, a contradiction. Therefore m s n, K s 0
and we are done.
LEMMA 2.4. Let P be an abstract class of rings and X a nonempty set.
Suppose that
 .1 P is closed under extensions and direct sums.
 . 0.2 P contains a nonzero ring of the form Z .m
0.  :  :kThen Z , Z X g Sd P, and Z X g Sd P for all k s 1, 2, . . . .m
Proof. First assume that Z 0. g P. Clearly, m / "1. We show thatm
Z 0. g Sd P. If m s 0, then there is nothing to prove. Let m / 0. We
claim that Z 0. g P for all k s 1, 2, . . . , and we proceed the proof bykm
induction on k. For k s 1, there is nothing to prove. Let Z 0. g P andkm
A s Z 0. , where k G 1. Since ArmA ( Z 0. g P and mA ( Z 0. g P,kq 1 km m m
 . 0.A g P by 1 . Therefore our claim is proved. Since Z is a subdirect
product of the rings Z 0. , k s 1, 2, . . . , we conclude that Z 0. g Sd P.km
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 :We now set A s Z X . Let 0 / a g A. It is enough to show that there
is a ring B g P and a surjective homomorphism f : A ª B such that
 . ` kf a / 0. Since A is a free Abelian group, F m A s 0, and so thereks1
n n .exists a positive integer n such that a f m A. Set A s Ar m A and
n k kq1 :na s a q m A. Clearly, A s Z X and a / 0. As A rA is a directm
0. k kq1 .nsum of copies of the ring Z g P, we infer from 1 that A rA g P,m
rand so ArA g P for all r s 1, 2, . . . because P is closed under exten-
` ksions. Since F A s 0, there exists a positive integer r such thatks1
r ra f A . Let f : A ª ArA be a canonical homomorphism of rings. Clearly
r  .f is surjective, ArA g P, and f a / 0.
 :kAnalogously, one can now show that Z X g Sd P for all k sm
1, 2, . . . . The proof is complete.
COROLLARY 2.5. Let a be a radical such that b ­ a and X is a
0.  :nonempty set. Then Z , Z X g Sa .
w xProof. According to the Anderson]Divinsky]Sulinski theorem 2 , anyÂ
semisimple class is hereditary. Now b ­ a implies that Sa contains a
nonzero ring with zero multiplication, and so a ring of the form Z 0. form
some m / "1. It is well known that Sa is closed under extensions and
direct sums. Since Sa s Sd Sa , the result follows from Lemma 2.4.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let a be a radical and X a nonempty set. Suppose that
0.  :Sa contains all rings with zero multiplication. Then Z , Z X g Sa form m
all m g Z.
Let F be a nonzero commutative ring not necessarily with unity. A
F-algebra A is called faithful if A is a faithful F-module. An algebra A is
said to be a torsion-free F-algebra if cx / 0 for all 0 / c g F and 0 /
x g A.
LEMMA 2.7. Let M be an abstract class of rings. Suppose that M contains
a torsion-free F-algebra A for some infinite integral domain F. Then Sd M
contains a nonzero algebra B such that F` Bi s 0.is1
< < < <  :Proof. Let X be an infinite set such that X G A and D s F X .
Given a natural number i, we set D to be a F-submodule of D generatedi
by all of the monomials of degree i. Clearly, D s [` D and D D : D ,i i j iqjis1
 .i.e., D is a graded algebra. According to Proposition 2.2 1 , B s
  4.  4   4.DrT X ; A g Sd A : Sd M. We claim that T X ; A is a homoge-
  4. n  .neous ideal of D. Indeed, let f g T X ; A . Write f s  f x , . . . , x ,is1 i 1 m
where f g D , i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Let a , a , . . . , a g A. Given c g F, wei i 1 2 m
have that
n
i0 s f ca , . . . , ca s c f a , . . . , a . 1 .  .  .1 m i 1 n
is1
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Using a van der Monde determinant argument, one can easily show that
 .  .   4.1 implies that each f a , . . . , a s 0, and so f 's are in T X ; A .i 1 m i
  4. `Therefore T X ; A is a homogeneous ideal and hence B s [ B ,iis1
   4..   4. ` iwhere B s D q T X ; A rT X ; A . It is now clear that F B s 0.i i is1
COROLLARY 2.8. Let M be an abstract class of rings. Suppose that M
contains a faithful prime F-algebra A for some infinite integral domain F.
Then Sd M contains a nonzero algebra B such that F` Bi s 0.is1
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, it is enough to show that A is a torsion-free
 < 4F-algebra. Let 0 / c g F and set I s a g A ca s 0 . Clearly, I and cA
 .are ideals of A, cA / 0, and I cA s 0. Since A is prime, I s 0. Hence if
0 / c g F and 0 / a g A, then ca / 0.
LEMMA 2.9. Let A be a prime ring with proper polynomial identity of
 .  .degree d. Suppose that the center Z A is finite. Then Z A is a finite field
  ..and A s M Z A where r F dr2.r
 . wProof. Since Z A is an integral domain, it is a finite field. By 26,
xCorollary 1.6.28 , A is a simple ring with dim A - `. Hence A is aZ A.
finite simple ring. By the Wedderburn]Artin theorem, A is a matrix ring
over a finite skew field. Applying Wedderburn's theorem on finite skew
  ..fields, we conclude that A s M Z A for some natural number r ) 0.r
 w x.By Kaplansky's theorem on primitive PI rings, r F dr2 see 25 .
LEMMA 2.10. Let M be an abstract class of rings closed under extensions
and direct sums. Suppose that
 .a M either is hereditary or is homomorphically closed.
 .  :  :b Z X f Sd M and Z X f Sd M for all infinite sets X and allp
prime numbers p.
 . ` ic Sd M does not contain nonzero rings B with F B s 0.is0
Then
 .1 The class Sd M satisfies some proper polynomial identity.
 .2 The class Sd M contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic
prime rings, and each of them is a matrix ring o¨er a finite field. Furthermore,
all of them belong to M.
 .  .Proof. 1 It follows from c and Corollary 2.8 that the following
condition is fulfilled:
 .d The class Sd M does not contain faithful prime algebras over
infinite integral domains.
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 .Theorem 2.3 and b together yield that either the class M satisfies
 :some proper polynomial identity, or Z X g Sd M for some m / "1.m
 . k1 k 2 k nIn the latter case, m / 0 by d . Write m s p p ??? p , where the p 's1 2 n i
are pairwise distinct prime numbers. By Chinese Reminder Theorem,
 : n  :kA s Z X s [ Z X . Sinceim pis1 i
 : < k ikZ X s a g A p a s 0 , 4ip ii
every homomorphic image of A is a direct sum of homomorphic images of
 :  .  :k kZ X , i s 1, 2, . . . . Now a implies that B s Z X g Sd M for alli ip i pi i
 :  .i s 1, 2, . . . . If M is homomorphically closed, then Z X s B r p B gp i i ii
Sd M. Assume that M is hereditary. If k ) 1, then some ring D g Mi
contains a nonzero ideal I with I 2 s 0 s p I. Since the ring Z 0. isi p i
isomorphic to an ideal of I and I g M , we obtain that Z 0. g M too.pi
 :  :Therefore, Z X g Sd M by Lemma 2.4. Hence in both cases, Z Xp pi i
 .g Sd M , which contradicts b . Thus M satisfies some proper polynomial
identity. Clearly Sd M satisfies the same proper polynomial identity.
 .  .  .2 It follows from d , 1 , and Lemma 2.9 that every prime ring A in
 .  .Sd M is of the form A s M F , where r F dr2 and F s Z A is a finiter
field.
We claim that there exists a natural number t such that every prime ring
 . < <in Sd M is of the form M F for some finite field F with F F t, wherer
r F dr2. Indeed, if not, then there exists a natural number r with r F dr2
< <and a sequence of finite fields F , i s 1, 2, . . . , such that F ª ` whenii
 . <  . < 4 <  w x.i ª `, and M F g Sd M. If char F i s 1, 2 . . . s `, then M Z tr i i r
  . < 4  w x.is a subdirect product of rings M F i s 1, 2, . . . , and so M Z t gr i r
 . <  . < 4 <Sd M , contradicting d . Therefore, char F i s 1, 2, . . . - `, and so ai
 w x.   . <  .ring M Z t is a subdirect product of rings M F char F s p, i sr p r i i
4   . < 41, 2, . . . for some p g char F i s 1, 2, . . . , which is impossible. Thusi
our claim is proved, and so Sd M contains only a finite number of prime
rings, and each of them is a matrix ring over a finite field. Clearly, every
simple ring belonging to Sd M must belong to M.
Let D be a simple ring. A ring A is called a D-ring if it is semiprime
and all of its prime homomorphic images are isomorphic to D. The proof
w x w xof the following result is based on techniques developed in 16 and 24 .
THEOREM 2.11. Let A be a nonzero semiprime ring satisfying a polynomial
identity x m y x n, where m and n are natural numbers with m ) n. Then there
exist nonzero ideals I , I , . . . , I of A, natural numbers r , r , . . . , r , and1 2 k 1 2 k
finite fields F , F , . . . , F such that1 2 k
 . k k1  I s [ I is an essential ideal of A.js1 j jjs1
 .  .2 Each I s M R where R is an F -ring, r F n, r F mr2, andj r j j j j jj
< <F y 1 di¨ ides m y n.j
 .3 Each R is a ¨on Neumann regular F -ring.j j
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Proof. First we make the following observation. Let D be a reduced
ring satisfying a polynomial identity of the form x m y x n with m ) n.
Then D is a commutative von Neumann ring satisfying the polynomial
my nq1 w xidentity x y x. Indeed, according to 36, Lemma 33.1 , D is a
 w x.subdirect product of domains D , i g I, see also 3, 31 . Since the centeri
 . my nq1Z D satisfies x y x, we conclude that it is finite. Now Lemma 2.9i
 .yields that D s Z D for all i g I, and so D is commutative and satisfiesi i
x my nq1 y x. Clearly, D is von Neumann regular.
 .Next suppose that A is a prime ring. Then the center Z A of A
my nq1 <  . <satisfies the polynomial identity x y x, and so Z A - `. By
 .   ..Lemma 2.9, Z A is a finite field and A s M Z A for some r F mr2.r
Clearly, A contains an element a such that ar s 0 and ary1 / 0. If r ) n,
then 0 s am y an s yan / 0, because r F mr2, a contradiction. Hence
my n  .  4r F n. Furthermore, x s 1 for all x g Z A _ 0 . It follows that
<  . <Z A y 1 divides m y n.
Next consider the general case. By the above result, every prime homo-
 .morphic image of A is isomorphic to M F for some finite field F, wherer
< <r F n, r F mr2, and F y 1 divides m y n. Therefore, there exists a finite
family P of matrix rings over finite fields such that each prime homomor-
phic image of A is isomorphic to some ring from P. Since each ring in P
 . < <is primitive, J A s 0. We proceed by induction on P .
 4  .Suppose that P s B , where B s M F for some finite field F. Wer
claim that A contains a nonzero central idempotent e such that eA s
 .M R , where R is an F-ring. Note that A has no nonzero nil right idealsr
 .because J A s 0. Since every prime homomorphic image of A is von
w xNeumann regular, 14, Corollary 2.2 implies that A is p-regular, and so
every nonzero right ideal of A contains a nonzero idempotent. Further-
 .more, every primitive homomorphic image of A is isomorphic to M F byr
wassumption. Therefore, all of the conditions of 18, Chapter X, Section 11,
xTheorem 3 are met, and so every nonzero ideal I of A contains a nonzero
 .central idempotent e such that eA s M D , where D is a reduced ring.t
Since D satisfies x m y x n, the above result implies that D is a commuta-
tive von Neumann ring. Now let P be a prime ideal of D. Clearly, DrP is
 .a field. Since M DrP is a prime homomorphic image of eA and eA is at
 .homomorphic image of A, we conclude that M DrP is also a primet
 .homomorphic image of A, and so it is isomorphic to M F . Therefore,r
< <t s r and DrP ( F, and hence D is an F-ring. Now the case P s 1
follows from Zorn's lemma.
 4  .Let P s B , B , . . . , B , where each B s M F and F is a finite1 2 k i r i ii
field. Suppose that the result is proved for k y 1. Without loss of general-
< < < <ity, we may assume that either B - B or r - r for each j - k.k j k j
w xAccording to the Amitsur]Levitzki theorem 25 , the standard polynomial
 .St X is a polynomial identity of B . Denote by a the upper radical2 r kk
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w xdetermined by B . Then a is a special radical 13, p. 145, Corollary . Wek
X  .  X. X Xset A s a A and I s r A; A . Obviously, A q I s A [ I is an es-k k k
sential ideal of A. We claim that if I / 0, then I is a B -ring. Indeed, letk k k
< <s s B . Note that a prime ring D has no more than s elements if andk
only if it satisfies the polynomial identity
f s z y x y z y x y ??? y z y x . .  .  .1 1 2 2 sy1 s
 .  . X X  .Since a I : a A s A and I l A s 0, we conclude that a I s 0,k k k
and so I is a subdirect product of rings isomorphic to B . Therefore fk k
 .and St X are polynomial identities of I , and so every prime homomor-2 r kk
phic image H of I has no more than s elements. On the other hand,k
 .H s M F for some finite field and some natural number r becauser
m n  .x y x s 0 is a polynomial identity of I . Since St X is a polynomialk 2 rk
identity of H, we conclude that r F r . It follows from Andrunakievich'sk
lemma that for any prime ideal P of I there exists a prime ideal Q of Ak
such that P s I l Q. Since ArQ is a simple ring, we conclude thatk
I rP ( ArQ. Therefore, I rP is isomorphic to some ring from P. By thek k
X  .choice of B , we have I rP ( B , which proves our claim. Since A s a A ,k k k
it has no prime homomorphic images isomorphic to B . On the otherk
hand, each nonzero prime homomorphic image of AX is an ideal of a prime
homomorphic image of A that is isomorphic to some ring in P. Therefore,
each nonzero prime homomorphic image of AX is isomorphic to some ring
 4 Xfrom B , B , . . . , B . Applying the induction assumption to A and I ,1 2 ky1 k
we complete the proof.
The following result is well known, and we include its proof for the sake
of completeness.
LEMMA 2.12. Let B , B , . . . , B , k F 1, be finite simple rings with 1 and1 2 k
 4a an upper radical determined by B , B , . . . , B . Then:1 2 k
 .1 For e¨ery finite ring B there exist positi¨ e integers m and n with
m ) n such that x m y x n is a polynomial identity on B.
 . m n2 There exist positi¨ e integers m and n with m ) n, such that x y x
is a polynomial identity on Sa .
Proof. Since B is finite, there exists only a finite number of distinct
maps from B into B of the form x ¬ x m, x g B. Hence there exist
natural numbers m and n with m ) n such that x m s x n for all x g B.
Clearly a is a special radical, and each a-semisimple ring is a subdirect
 4 kproduct of rings from B , B , . . . , B . Consider now the ring B s [ B .1 2 k iis1
By the above result, B satisfies some polynomial identity of the form
x m y x n. Obviously, x m y x n is a polynomial identity of Sa .
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LEMMA 2.13. Let A be a finitely generated Z-algebra with ideal B.
Suppose that B is a semiprime PI ring. Then B is a semiprime Goldie ring.
 .Proof. Set D s l A; B . Clearly, ArD is a finitely generated Z-alge-
 .bra, and B q D rD is an essential ideal of ArD. Therefore, ArD is
 .contained in a maximal right ring of quotients of B q D rD. We have
 .  .B ( B q D rD, and so B q D rD is a PI ring. Since a maximal right
w xring of quotients of a semiprime PI ring is a PI ring 23, Theorem 2 , ArD
w xis a PI ring. It now follows from 25, Theorem 5.2.5 that ArD is a
semiprime Goldie ring. As an ideal of a semiprime Goldie ring, B is a
semiprime Goldie ring.
3. MAIN RESULTS
Consider the class R of all radicals. We define binary operations meet
n and join k as follows:
a n g s a l g , a k g s L a j g s U Sa j Sg . .  .
for all a , g g R. Although the class of all radicals is not a set, R equipped
with n and k is called a lattice. A radical a is called complemented if
 .there exists a radical g which is called a complement of a with
 4  4a k g s all rings and a n g s 0 .
Recall that a subring A of a ring R is called accessible if there exists a
finite sequence A , A , . . . A of subrings of R such that0 1 n
A s A 1 A 1 ??? 1 A s R .0 1 n
Let A be an accessible subring of a ring R, B an ideal of R, and let a be
w xa radical. According to the Anderson]Divinsky]Sulinski theorem 2 ,Â
 .  .  .a B is an ideal of R and a B : a R . An easy induction now yields
 .  .that a A : a R .
 .  4Remark 3.1. Let a and g be radicals. Then L a j g s all rings if
 .  .and only if for every nonzero ring R either a R / 0 or g R / 0.
 .  4Proof. Suppose that L a j g s all rings and let R be a nonzero
wring. Then R has a nonzero accessible subring belonging to a j g 36,
x  .  .Corollary 10.5 . Therefore, either a R / 0 or g R / 0. The converse is
obvious.
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LEMMA 3.2. Let B be a class of simple rings with unity and
<u B s R for any proper I 1 R there exists P 1 R
4with I : P and RrP ( B for some B g B .
Then u B is a radical class.
Proof. Clearly, u B is a homomorphically closed class. Let R be a ring
such that every nonzero homomorphic image R of R contains a nonzero
ideal belonging to u B. It is enough to show that R g u B. Let I be a
proper ideal of R. Set R s RrI. By assumption, R contains a nonzero
ideal A g u B. Therefore, there exists an ideal Q of A such that ArQ ( B
for some B g B. Clearly, Q is a prime ideal. Hence there exists a prime
 . ideal U of R with U l A s Q. Since A q U rU ( ArQ ( B, A q
.  .U rU is simple ring with unity. On the other hand, A q U rU is an
 .ideal of the prime ring RrU. Therefore, RrU s A q U rU ( B. Let P
be the preimage of U in R. Then I : P and RrP ( B. That is, R g u B.
Recall that a radical a is said to be subidempotent if it is hereditary and
R2 s R for every a-radical ring R.
Given a finite field F and an F-ring R, we note that R satisfies the
q < <polynomial identity x y x s 0, where q s F , and so R is a von Neu-
mann regular ring. In particular, R2 s R. Clearly, a nonzero ideal of R is
again an F-ring. Let n be a positive integer. It is easy to see that an ideal I
 .  . of the ring M R is of the form M J , where J is an ideal of R andn n
.hence J is an F-ring .
Let n , n , . . . , n be positive integers and let F , F , . . . , F be finite1 2 m 1 2 m
  .  .  .4fields. We set B s M F , M F , . . . , M F and denote by l B then 1 n 2 n m1 2 m
class of all rings R such that each nonzero homomorphic image of R
 .contains a nonzero ideal of the form M K , where 1 F i F m and K isni
an F -ring.i
LEMMA 3.3. Let B be as abo¨e. Then:
 .1 l B is the lower radical determined by the class M of all rings of the
 .form M K , where 1 F i F m and K is an F -ring and l B : u B.n ii
 .2 l B is a subidempotent radical.
 .3 E¨ery l B-radical ring R contains ideals I , I , . . . , I , such that1 2 m
m  .[ I is an essential ideal of R and each I is of the form M K , where Kj j n j jjs1 j
is an F -ring.j
 .4 E l B s S U B.
 .Proof. 1 First we show that l B is a radical class. Clearly, l B is a
homomorphically closed class of rings. Let R be a ring such that each
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nonzero homomorphic image of R contains a nonzero ideal belonging to
l B. It is sufficient to show that R g l B. Let R be a nonzero homomor-
phic image of R. Then R contains a nonzero ideal A g l B. Hence A
 .contains an ideal B of the form M K , where 1 F i F m and K is anni2 2 2F -ring. Since K s K, we conclude that B s B, and so RB s RB si
 .RB B : AB : B. Hence B is a left ideal of R. Analogously, B is a right
ideal of R. Thus B is an ideal of R, and so R g l B. Furthermore, let
 .1 F i F m and R s M K , where K is an F -ring. Then K is vonn ii
Neumann regular, and hence each nonzero homomorphic image of R is of
 .the form M K , where K is a homomorphic image of K. Clearly,ni
 .b K s 0, and so K is an F -ring. Therefore R g l B, and so L M : l B. Iti
 .follows from the definition of l B that L M R / 0 for all 0 / R g l B.
Since l B is homomorphically closed, this relation implies that l B : L M ,
and so they are equal. The relation l B : u B is obvious.
 .2 According to the remark before the theorem, M is a hereditary class.
w xBy 36, Theorem 13.4 , we have that L M is a hereditary radical, and so l B
2is a hereditary radical. Let R g l B. Then R s RrR g l B, and so either
 .R s 0 or R contains a nonzero ideal of the form M K , where K is anni2 2F -ring. As R s 0, we conclude that R s 0, and thus R s R for alli
R g l B. That is, l B is a subidempotent radical.
 .3 Let R g l B. It follows from Zorn's lemma that R contains ideals
I , I , . . . , I such that1 2 m
 .  .a Each I is of the form M K where K is an F -ring.j n j j jj
 . n mb  I s [ I .js1 j jjs1
 .  .c If A is a nonzero ideal of R of the form M K , where K is anni
F -ring and 1 F i F m, then A l [m I / 0.i jjs1
If [m I is an essential ideal of R, then there is nothing to prove.jjs1
Assume that it is not essential and let B be a nonzero ideal of R, such that
m  .B l [ I s 0. It follows from 2 that B g l B, and so B contains ajjs1
 .nonzero ideal A of the form M K , where 1 F i F m and K is anni
 .F -ring, contradicting c .i
 .  .4 Let R g E l B. Then A s l B R is an essential ideal of R. It follows
 .from 3 that A contains an essential ideal that is U B-semisimple. As U B
w xis a special radical by 13, p. 145, Corollary , it is hereditary, and so
 .U B R s 0. That is, E l B : S U B. Conversely, let 0 / R g S U B. It
follows from Lemma 2.12 that R satisfies some polynomial identity of the
form x m y x n with m ) n. By Theorem 2.11, R contains an essential ideal
 .I that is a direct sum of finite number of ideals A of the form M K ,n
 . w xwhere K is an F-ring for some finite field F. Since U B A s 0 by 2 , we
 .conclude that M F is isomorphic to some ring from B. That is, n s nn i
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and F ( F for some 1 F i F m. Hence A g l B. It follows that I g l B,i
and so R g E l B. Thus E l B s S U B. The proof is now complete.
LEMMA 3.4. Let a be a radical such that l B : a : u B. Then U B is a
complement of a .
Proof. First we show that
 4L U B j l B s all rings . 2 .  .
 .Indeed, let R be a nonzero ring. If U B R s 0, then R g S U B. By
 .  .Lemma 3.2 4 , S U B s E l B, and so l B R is an essential ideal of R. In
 .  .particular, l B R / 0. According to Remark 3.1, 2 is fulfilled. Since
l B : a , we conclude that
 4L U B j a s all rings . .
 4  4Next, U B l u B s 0 by the definition of u B. Therefore U B l a s 0 ,
and the proof is complete.
THEOREM 3.5. Let a and g be radicals. Then g is a complement of a if
and only if there exists a finite family B of matrix rings o¨er finite fields such
that either a s U B and l B : g : u B, or g s U B and l B : a : u B.
Proof. The ``if'' part follows from Lemma 3.4.
0.  .Let g be a complement of a . Consider the ring Z . Since L a j g
 4  0..  0..s all rings , Remark 3.1 implies that either a Z / 0, or g Z / 0.
 0..  0.. 0. 0.Say a Z / 0. Since a Z ( Z , we conclude that Z g a , and so
 4  :b : a . As a l g s 0 , we obtain that b g Sg . By Corollary 2.6, Z X
 :g Sg and Z X g Sg for all nonempty sets X and all prime numbersp
 4  4  :p. Since a k g s all rings , Sa l Sg s 0 . Therefore, Z X f Sa and
 :Z X f Sa for all nonempty sets X and all prime numbers p. Further-p
more, assume that Sa contains a nonzero ring B with F` Bi s 0. Thenis1
B is a subdirect product of nilpotent rings BrBi, i s 1, 2, . . . , and so
 4B g Sg , contradicting Sa l Sg s 0 . Hence all of the conditions of
Lemma 2.10 are met. It follows that the class Sa satisfies some proper
polynomial identity and contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic
prime rings, each of which is a matrix ring over a finite field.
Let B be the set of all pairwise nonisomorphic prime rings belonging to
Sa . We claim that a s U B. Indeed, set d s U B. Clearly, a : d , and d
is a special radical. If a / d , then there exists a nonzero d-radical ring R
that is a-semisimple. Since b : a , R is semiprime. The inclusion R g Sa
implies that R satisfies some proper polynomial identity.
 .  .We claim that J R s 0. If not, then set A s J R . If B is an ideal of
 . w x w x w xA, then a B s 0 by 2 . Consider the ring D s tA t , where A t is the
ring of polynomials in t over A. Given a central element c g A, we define
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  ..  .  .f : D ª A by the rule f f t s f c for all f t g D. Clearly, f is ac c c
 .homomorphism of rings, and the image Im f of f is equal to Ac, whichc c
is an ideal of A. Therefore,
Im f g Sa for all c g Z A . 3 .  .  .c
 .  .We show that F ker f s 0. On the contrary, assume that 0 / f tcg ZR. c
n i  . w xs  a t g F ker f with a / 0. By 26, Theorem 1.5.33 , everyis0 i cg ZR. c n
nonzero ideal of a semiprime PI-ring contains a nonzero central element.
 .  .  i.Let 0 / c g Aa A l Z A . Clearly, f c s 0 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n q 1.n
As c is a central element of a semiprime ring A, there exists a prime ideal
P of A with c f P. Consider the factor ring A s ArP. Given a g A, we
n i .set a s a q P. Set f t s  a t . Clearly, c is a nonzero central ele-is0 i
k l .ment of a prime ring A and J A s A. If c s c for some positive
ky lintegers k and l with k ) l, then c is a unity of A, which is impossible
i .  .because J A s A. Since f c s 0 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n q 1, a van der
Monde determinant argument in particular implies that a s 0, contradict-n
 .  .ing c g Aa A. Therefore, F ker f s 0, and so 3 yields thatn cg ZR. c
B g Sa . Since F` Bi s 0, as above, we conclude that B g Sg , contra-is1
 4  .dicting Sa l Sg s 0 . Hence J R s 0.
As R is a PI ring, by Kaplansky's theorem on primitive PI rings, every
primitive homomorphic image of R is a simple ring with unity. Since every
prime a-semisimple ring is d-semisimple, and R is d-radical, we conclude
that every primitive homomorphic image R of R is a-radical. The simplic-
 4  .ity of R, together with a l g s 0 , implies that R g Sg . As J R s 0,
 4we conclude that R g Sg too, contradicting Sa l Sg s 0 . Thus a s
d s U B.
Next, let R be a nonzero g-radical ring and I a proper ideal of R. Since
 4  .a l g s 0 , we conclude that a RrI / RrI, and so there exists a prime
 .ideal Q of RrI with RrI rQ ( B for some B g B. Let P be the
preimage of Q in R. Clearly, I : P and RrP ( B. Therefore g : u B.
Finally, assume that l B ­ g . Since the class l B is homomorphically
closed, there exists a nonzero g-semisimple ring R belonging to l B. By
 .the definition of l B, R contains a nonzero ideal B of the form M K ,ni
 .where 1 F i F m and K is an F -ring. Clearly, g B s 0. On the otheri
 .hand, B is a subdirect product of copies of the ring M F , and son ii
 .  4a B s 0, contradicting Sa l Sg s 0 . Thus l B : g : u B, and the
proof is complete.
We now turn our attention to the study of radicals a satisfying the
following condition:
 4If A g Sd Ea , then a A / 0, i.e., Sd Ea l Sa s 0 . 4 .  . .
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 .Since Sd a : Sd Ea , we see that 4 implies
If A g Sd a , then a A / 0. 5 .  .
 .LEMMA 3.6. Let a be a radical satisfying 4 . Suppose that there exists a
nonzero a-radical nilpotent ring. Then a is a special radical determined by a
finite number of matrix rings o¨er finite fields.
Proof. Since a radical class is homomorphically closed, a contains a
nonzero ring of the form G0., and without loss of generality, we may
w xassume that G is not torsion-free. According to Kulikov's theorem 19 ,
there exists a prime number p such that G has a direct summand H that
either is isomorphic to Z k for some positive integer k, or is isomorphic top
 w x.`Z see also 28, Theorem 5.2.10 .p
Consider the first case. Then a contains a nonzero ring of the form
Z 0.. Since the class a is closed under direct sums and extensions, Lem-kp
0.  .  0.. 0..ma 2.4 implies that Z g Sd a . By 5 , a Z / 0. Hence Z (
 0..a Z g a .
Now consider the second case when Z `0. g a . Let H be a free Abelianp
 4  4`group with basis g , g , . . . , g , . . . . We claim that H g Sd Z . Indeed,1 2 n p
it is enough to show that for every nonzero x g H there exists a surjective
 . ` `group map a : H ª Z such that a x / 0. Write Z s z ,p p 1
4 nz , . . . , z , . . . and let 0 / x s  m g g H where m g Z. Then, say,2 n is1 i i i
m / 0. Pick y g Z ` such that m y / 0. Define a homomorphism a :1 p 1
 .  .`H ª Z as follows: a g s y, a g s 0 for all i s 2, 3, . . . , n, andp 1 i
 .a g s z for all j s n q 1, n q 2, . . . . Clearly, a is a surjective homo-j jyn
 .  4  0..`morphism of groups and a x / 0. Thus H g Sd Z and so a H / 0.p
 0..As a subgroup of a free Abelian group is free, we conclude that a H is
isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the ring Z 0. and so Z 0. g a . Thus
in both cases Z 0. g a .
Hence b : a and Z 0. g a for all prime numbers p. Again, making usep
 :  :of Lemma 2.4, we obtain that Z X g Sd a : Ea . Analogously, Z Xp
  :.   :.g Ea for all prime numbers p. Therefore, a Z X / 0 and a Z Xp
 :  :/ 0. It follows that Z X f Sa and Z X f Sa for all prime numbersp
p. Suppose that Sa contains a nonzero ring B g Sa such that F` Bi sis1
0. Then B is a subdirect product of nilpotent rings BrBi, i s 1, 2, . . . .
 .Since b : a , B g Sd a , and so a B / 0, contradicting to B g Sa .
Hence all of the conditions of Lemma 2.10 are met. It follows that Sa
contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic prime rings, and each of
 4them is a matrix ring over a finite field. Let B , B , . . . , B be all of the1 2 k
nonisomorphic prime rings in Sa . Denote by g the upper radical deter-
 4 wmined by B , B , . . . , B . It is well known that g is a special radical 13, p.1 2 k
x145, Corollary . It is clear that a : g . Suppose that a / g . Then there
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exists a nonzero g-radical ring A that is a-semisimple. In particular, A is
semiprime because b : a . Let A be a nonzero prime homomorphic image
of A. If A is a-semisimple, then it is isomorphic to some B , 1 F i F k,i
 .and so is g-semisimple, contradicting to A g g . Therefore a A / 0.
 .Since A is prime, a A is an essential ideal of A, which implies that
A g Ea . Hence every nonzero prime homomorphic image of A belongs to
 .  .Ea , and so A g Sd Ea . By 4 , a A / 0, a contradiction. Thus a s g ,
and hence a is a special radical determined by a finite number of matrix
rings over finite fields.
THEOREM 3.7. Let a be a radical satisfying the following condition:
If A g Sd Ea , then a A / 0 .
Then either a is a special radical determined by a finite set of matrix rings o¨er
finite fields, or a satisfies the following conditions:
 . 0.  :1 Z g Sa and Z X g Sa for all m g Z.m m
 .2 The class a satisfies some proper polynomial identity.
 .3 The class a contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic prime
rings, and each of them is a matrix ring o¨er a finite field.
Proof. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. There exists a nonzero nilpotent a-radical ring. Then by
Lemma 3.6, a is a special radical determined by a finite set of matrix rings
over finite fields and we are done.
Case 2. The class Sa contains all of the nilpotent rings. Then Corol-
 .lary 2.6 implies that 1 if fulfilled. Suppose that a contains a nonzero ring,
B g Sd a : Sd Ea ,
` i  .with F B s 0. Then a B / 0. On the other hand, B is a subdirectis1
product of nilpotent rings BrBi, each of which is a-semisimple, a contra-
diction. Therefore, all of the conditions of Lemma 2.10 are met, and so the
class a satisfies some proper polynomial identity and contains only a finite
number of nonisomorphic prime rings, and each of them is a matrix ring
over a finite field. The proof is thereby complete.
We now consider the following condition:
Sd Ea s Ea . 6 .
We need the following constructions. Let A be a ring with nonzero left
 .A-module M. Let E s End M be the endomorphism ring of the leftA
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A-module M. We consider E acting on M from the right. Then M is a
right E-module, and the set
A MR A; M ; E s .  /0 E
is a ring under the usual matrix operation. Furthermore, let
A MI A; M ; E s . .  /0 0
One can easily check that
I A; M ; E is an essential ideal of the ring R A; M ; E . 7 .  .  .
Let B be a subring and J an ideal of A. We set
`
A s A , J s J , B s B , i s 1, 2, . . . , E s A ,i i i i
is1
`
V A; B ; J s J : E. . [ i
is1
 .Clearly, V A; B; J is an ideal of E. Let
`
< 4T s a g E a s a g B for all i , j s 1, 2 . . . . 5i i jis1
Obviously T is a subring of E isomorphic to B. We identify T with B and
 .  .  .set U A; B; J s V A; B; J q B. Note that U A; B; J is a subring of E
 .and V A; B; J l B s 0. Suppose that A s B q J. We claim that
 4U A; B ; J g Sd A . 8 .  .
Indeed, let p : E ª A be the canonical projection of E onto A . Theni i i
  ..p U A; B; J s B q J s A , which proves our claim.i i i i
 .LEMMA 3.8. Let a be a radical satisfying 6 and let A be an a-radical
ring with ideal H. Suppose that Sa contains all of the nilpotent rings. Then
AH s H s HA. Furthermore, the class a satisfies some proper polynomial
identity, and it contains only a finite set of nonisomorphic prime rings, and
each of them is a matrix ring o¨er a finite field.
Proof. Assume that HA / H. Clearly, HA is an ideal of A. Pick
h g H _ HA and let F be an ideal of A maximal with respect to the
properties h f F and HA : F. Clearly, A s ArF is a subdirectly irre-
 .ducible ring whose heart G is contained in H q F rF. In particular,
GA s 0. Replacing A by A and H by G, we may assume that A is a
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subdirectly irreducible ring with heart H such that HA s 0. Consider the
 .  .  .ring U s U A; A; H . Since A s A q H, 8 and 6 together imply that
 4U g Sd A : Sd Ea s Ea ,
 .and so a U is an essential ideal of U. Let L be a left ideal of A maximal
with respect to the property L l H s 0. We set K s ArL and identify H
 .with H q L rL : K. Clearly, K is a left A-module with essential sub-
module H. Let K s K, H s H for all i s 1, 2, . . . , and M s [` K .i i iis1
Obviously, [` H is an essential submodule of the left A-module M.iis1
 .  .Furthermore, let E s End M and Q s R A; M ; E . SinceA
 .  .V A; A; H A s 0 and A l V A; A; H s 0, we may identify the ring U
with subring
`
A H[ i
is1 00 0
 .of the ring I A; M; E . Clearly, U is an essential ideal of the ring
 .  .I A; M; E . As a U is an essential ideal of U, we conclude that J l
 .  . w xa U / 0 for any nonzero ideal of the ring Q by 7 . It follows from 2
 .  .  .that a U : a Q , and so a Q is an essential ideal of Q. Thus Q g Ea .
Let m be a minimal nonnegative integer such that mA s 0, and let X be
< < < <  :  4an infinite set such that X G Q . We claim that Z X g Sd Q . Ac-m
  4.cording to Proposition 2.2 it is enough to show that T X ; Q s 0.
 .  :Suppose that f x , x , . . . , x g Z X is a nonzero polynomial identity1 2 k m
on Q. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f is multilinear and
the coefficient r g Z of x x ??? x in f is nonzero. Since M s [` Km 1 2 k iis1
 .and K ( K for all i, j, E s End M contains a system of matrix unitsi j A
 < 4e i, j s 1, 2, . . . such that K e s K . Theni j i i j j
re s f e , e , . . . , e s 0, .1, kq1 12 23 k , kq1
and so rK s 0. That is, rK s 0, and hence rA : L. Since rA is an idealkq1
 .of A and L l H s 0, we conclude that rA l H s 0. As H is a heart of
A, rA s 0. Therefore r s 0 by the choice of m, a contradiction. Therefore
  4.  :  4  :T X ; Q s 0, and so Z X g Sd Q . Therefore Z X g Sd Ea sm m
  :.Ea , and hence a Z X / 0. On the other hand, our assumption andm
 :Corollary 2.6 together imply that Z X g Sa , a contradiction. Thusm
HA s H. Analogously, one can show that AH s H.
Finally, it follows from the assumption that a is not a special radical.
Now the last statement follows from Theorem 3.7. The proof is complete.
 .COROLLARY 3.9. Let a be a radical satisfying 6 . Suppose that Sa
contains all of the nilpotent rings. Then b : Sa .
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Proof. If not, then there exists a nonzero a-radical ring A g b. With-
out loss of generality, we may assume that A is a subdirectly irreducible
ring with heart H. It follows from Remark 2.1 that AH s 0 s HA,
contradicting Lemma 3.8.
 .  m n.kGiven positive integers k, m, n with m ) n, we set f x s x y xk m n
and
<F s f k , m and n are positive integers with m ) n . 4k m n
THEOREM 3.10. Let a be a radical such that Sd Ea s Ea . Then a is a
complemented radical, and either it is a special radical determined by a finite
set of matrix rings o¨er finite fields, or it satisfies the following conditions:
 .1 b : Sa .
 .  .2 If A is a-radical ring and e an idempotent of A such that e q b A
 .is a central idempotent of Arb A , then e is a central idempotent of A;
 .  .furthermore, if e q b A is a unity of Arb A , then e is a unity of A.
 .  .3 E¨ery subdirectly irreducible a-radical ring is of the form M R ,n
 .where R is a subdirectly irreducible ring with unity such that Rrb R is a finite
field.
 .4 If A is a finitely generated Z-algebra and B an a-radical ideal of A,
then there exists a central idempotent e of A such that B s eA.
 .  .5 The class a satisfies some polynomial identity f x g F.
Proof. If there exists a nonzero nilpotent a-radical ring, by Lemma 3.6,
a is a special radical determined by a finite set of matrix rings over finite
fields. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.5, a is a complemented radical.
 .Assume that Sa contains all of the nilpotent rings. Then 1 follows
from Corollary 3.9.
 .  .  .2 Let A and e be as in 2 . It is enough to show that eA 1 y e s 0 s
 .  .1 y e Ae. Assume that, say, eA 1 y e / 0, and pick an a g A such that
 .ea 1 y e / 0. Let I be an ideal of A maximal with respect to the
property a f I. Replacing A by ArI, we may assume that A is a
 .subdirectly irreducible ring with heart H such that eH 1 y e / 0. Set
 .  .  .S s AeA and T s A 1 y e A q 1 y e A q A 1 y e . By Remark 2.1, P
 .  .s l A; H and Q s r A; H are both prime ideals of A. By Lemma 3.8,
 .  .HA s H, and so HA 1 y e s H 1 y e / 0. Therefore, HT / 0 and T ­
w . xwQ. Since e q Q is a central idempotent of ArQ and T q Q rQ S q
. x  .Q rQ s 0, we conclude that S : Q, because T q Q rQ is a nonzero
ideal of a prime ring ArQ. Analogously, one can show T : P. Hence
 .  .TH s 0 s HS. Assume that a S / 0. Since S is an ideal of A, a S is an
w x  .  .ideal of A, too 2 . Therefore H : a S , and so Ha S s H by Lemma
 .  .3.8, contradicting HS s 0. Therefore a S s 0. Analogously, a T s 0.
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 .  .Clearly, S q T s A, and hence U s U A; S; T g Sd Ea s Ea by 8 .
 .  .Therefore a U is an essential ideal of U. In particular, a U / 0. As
 .  .  .  .a S s 0 and UrV A; S; T ( S, we conclude that a U : V A; S; T .
 .Recalling that the ring V A; S; T is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies
 .of T which is a-semisimple, we infer that a U s 0, a contradiction. Thus
e is a central idempotent of A.
 .  .Assume that e q b A is a unity of Arb A . We already know that e is
a central idempotent of A. If e is not a unity of A, then the ring
 .  .B s 1 y e A / 0. Since 1 y e A is a homomorphic image of A, it is
 .  .a-radical. As e q b A is a unity of Arb A , B g b. It now follows from
Corollary 3.9 that B s 0, a contradiction. Thus e is a unity of A.
 .3 Let A be a subdirectly irreducible a-radical ring. Clearly, A has no
nonzero orthogonal central idempotents. Since one may lift idempotents
w x  .modulo nil ideal 26, Theorem 1.10.38 , 2 implies that
Arb A contains no nonzero orthogonal central idempotents. 9 .  .
 .Clearly Arb A is a subdirect product of prime a-radical rings. According
to Lemma 3.8, a contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic prime
rings, and each of them is a matrix ring over a finite field. Lemma 2.12 now
 . m nimplies that Arb A satisfies a polynomial identity of the form x y x
 .s 0 for some m ) n. Hence Theorem 2.11, together with 9 , implies that
 .  .  .Arb A s M F for some t G 1 and finite field F. Applying 2 , wet
w x  .conclude that A has a unity. By 26, Theorem 1.10.36 , A s M R , wheret
  ..  .  .   .. w xR has a unity and R q b A rb A s F. As b A s M b R by 1 ,n
 .we have that Rrb R ( F.
 .4 Let A be a finitely generated Z-algebra with a-radical ideal B. It is
 .sufficient to show that B has a unity. Set A s Arb A and
B s B q b A rb A s Br B l b A s Brb B . .  .  .  . .  .
Clearly, B is an a-radical ideal of a semiprime finitely generated Z-alge-
bra A. By Lemma 3.8, B is a PI ring, and so by Lemma 2.13, B is a
semiprime Goldie ring. It is well known that a semiprime Goldie ring is a
subdirect product of finitely many prime Goldie rings. According to
Lemma 3.8, a contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic prime rings,
and each of them is a finite simple ring with unity. Now Chinese Remain-
der Theorem implies that B is a direct sum of finitely many simple rings
w xwith unity. In particular, B has a unity. Applying 26, Theorem 1.10.38 and
 .2 , we see that B has a unity.
 .5 According to Lemma 3.8, a contains only a finite number of
nonisomorphic prime rings, and each of them is a matrix ring over a finite
  . < 4field. Let D s M F i s 1, 2, . . . , t be the set of all nonisomorphics ii
 <  . < < 4prime a-radical rings, and let r s max M F i s 1, 2, . . . , t . Supposes ii
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that for every f g F there exists an a-radical ring A that does not satisfyf
f. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is subdirectlyf
 .irreducible. Therefore A s M R for some ring R , such thatf n f ff
 .  .R rb R is a finite field by 3 . Hencef f
A rb A g M F i s 1, 2, . . . , t , 10 .  . 4 .f f s ii
<  . <  .and so A rb A F r. Pick a g A such that f a / 0. We see thatf f f f f
there exists an r q 1-generated Z-subalgebra B of A containing a andf f f
the unity u of A withf f
B q b A rb A s A rb A . 11 . .  .  . .f f f f f
Note that B has no nontrivial central idempotents. Indeed, if e is af
 .nontrivial central idempotent of B , then 11 implies that 0 / u y e gf f
 .  .b A , which is impossible. Clearly, B does not satisfy f and B q b Af f f f
 .s A . By 8 ,f
U s U A ; B ; b A g Sd A : Ea . 4 . .f f f f
 .   ..Hence a U is an essential ideal of U. Since V s V A ; B ; b A g b ,f f f
 .  .Corollary 3.9 yields that a V s 0, and so a U ­ V. Recalling that
 .  .UrV ( B , we conclude that a B / 0. By 4 there exists a centralf f
 .idempotent e of B such that a B s eB . As B has no nontrivialf f f f
 <central idempotents, we see that e s u , and so B g a . Set B s B f gf f f
4  : < <  .F , A s Z X , where X s r q 1, I s K X ; B and B s ArI. Clearly,
B g Sd B : Ea .
 .  .Therefore a B is an essential ideal of B. It now follows from 4 that
w xB g a . By Lemma 3.8, B is a PI ring. According to 12, Theorem , the
Baer lower radical of a finitely generated PI algebra over a Noetherian
 .kring is nilpotent. Hence b B s 0 for some positive integer k. It follows
from Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 2.12 that there exist positive integers m and
n with m ) n such that every semiprime a-radical ring satisfies the
polynomial identity x m y x n s 0. Therefore B satisfies f s f . As B isk m n f
a homomorphic image of B, B satisfies f too, a contradiction.f
Finally, we show that l D : a : u D, where D has been defined above.
If R is a nonzero ring belonging to l D, then R contains a nonzero ideal B
 .of the form M K , where 1 F i F t and K is an F -ring. Clearly, B is an ii
 .subdirect product of copies of the ring M F g D, and so B g Sd Ea sn ii
 .  . w xEa . Therefore a B / 0, and hence a R / 0 by 2 . As l D is a homo-
morphically closed class of rings, we conclude that l D : a . Next, let
R g a and let I be a proper ideal of R. Consider R s RrI. Since R / 0,
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 .there exists an ideal J of R such that RrJ is subdirectly irreducible. By 3
 .  .there exists a prime ideal Q of RrJ such that RrJ rQ ( M F forn ii
some 1 F i F t. It now follows that the ring R has a prime ideal P
 .containing I, such that RrP ( M F . Therefore a : u D. Now Theoremn ii
3.5 yields that a is complemented. The proof is complete.
COROLLARY 3.11. Let a be a radical such that Sd Ea s Ea . Then either
e¨ery finitely generated a-semisimple ring is a finite direct sum of matrix rings
o¨er finite fields, or in e¨ery finitely generated ring A there exists a central
 .idempotent e such that a A s eA.
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.10, it is sufficient to consider the case in
which a is a special radical determined by a finite set B of matrix rings
over finite fields. Let R be a finitely generated a-semisimple ring. By
Lemma 2.12, R satisfies some polynomial identity of the form x m y x n
with m ) n. According to Lemma 2.13, R is a semiprime Goldie ring. In
particular, R is a subdirect product of a finite number of prime rings.
Theorem 2.11 now yields that each of these prime rings is a matrix ring
over a finite field. By Chinese Remainder Theorem, R is a isomorphic to a
direct sum of these rings. The proof is now complete.
w x.PROPOSITION 3.12 10, Lemma 2.1 . Let a be a radical such that Ea is
a semisimple class. Then a is hereditary.
w x.LEMMA 3.13 10, Lemma 2.1 . Let a and g be two radicals. Then
Ea s Sg if and only if Eg s Sa .
THEOREM 3.14. Let a be a radical. Then the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .1 Ea is a semisimple class.
 .  42 a is a hereditary radical and Sa l Sd Ea s 0 .
 .3 a is a hereditary complemented radical.
 .4 There exists a finite set B of matrix rings o¨er finite fields such that
either a s U B or a s l B.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . It follows from Proposition 3.12 that a is hereditary.
 4Since Ea is a semisimple class, Sd Ea s Ea , and so Sa l Sd Ea s 0 .
 .  .2 « 4 . If a is a special radical determined by a finite set of matrix
rings over finite fields, then it is a complemented radical by Theorem 3.5.
Suppose that a is not a special radical of the above form. We claim that
there exists a finite set B of matrix rings over finite fields such that
a s l B. Indeed, by Theorem 3.7, the class a contains only a finite set B
of nonisomorphic prime rings, and each of them is a matrix ring over a
 .finite field. Let R be a nonzero a-radical ring. Assume that b R / 0.
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Since a is hereditary, it contains a nonzero ring of the form Z 0.,m
 .  .contradicting Theorem 3.7 1 . Therefore, b R s 0, and so R is a subdi-
rect product of prime rings. Clearly, each of these prime rings is a-radical
 .and hence is isomorphic to some ring in B. It follows that U B R s 0.
 .  .That is, R g S U B s E l B by Lemma 3.3 4 . In particular, l B R / 0.
Since a is a homomorphically closed class of rings, we obtain that a : l B.
On the other hand, let R be a nonzero ring belonging to l B. Then there
 .exists a ring M F g B such that R contains a nonzero ideal A of then
 .form M K , where K is an F-ring. Clearly, A g Sd B : Sd Ea andn
 . w x  .hence a A / 0. By 2 , a R / 0. It now follows that a s l B.
 .  .4 « 3 follows from Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.3.
 .  .3 « 4 . According to Theorem 3.5, it is enough to consider the case in
which l B : a : u B for some finite set B of matrix rings over finite
 4fields. The inclusion a : u B implies that a l b s 0 . Since a is heredi-
tary, we conclude that each a-radical ring is semiprime. Let 0 / R g a .
 .Assume that A s U B R / 0. Clearly, A g a : u B, and so A has a
nonzero homomorphic image belonging to B, a contradiction. Therefore
 .  .  .U B R s 0. Now Lemma 3.3 4 yields that l B R / 0 for any nonzero
a-radical ring R. The inclusion l B : a implies that a s l B.
 .  .  .4 « 1 follows from Lemma 3.3 4 and Lemma 3.13.
 .The following result follows immediately from Lemma 3.3 2 and Theo-
rem 3.14.
COROLLARY 3.15. Let a be a radical such that Ea is a semisimple class.
Then either a is special or a is subidempotent.
COROLLARY 3.16. Let a be a hereditary radical. Then a is complemented
in the lattice of all radicals if and only if a is complemented in the lattice of all
hereditary radicals.
Proof. Let a be complemented in the lattice of all radicals. By Theo-
rem 3.14, there exists a finite set B of matrix rings over finite fields such
that either a s U B or a s l B. By Theorem 3.5, the radical U B is a
 .complement of l B. Finally, by Lemma 3.3 2 , l B is a hereditary radical.
Therefore, in both cases a is complemented in the lattice of hereditary
radicals.
 .LEMMA 3.17. Let F be a finite field, n a positi¨ e integer, and R s M F .n
Then the ring R is generated by two elements.
U  4Proof. It is well known that the multiplicative group F s F _ 0 is
U < <cyclic. Let x be a generator of F and q s F . If n s 1, then R is
generated by x, and there is nothing to prove. Assume that n ) 1. Let
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 < 4e 1 F i, j F n be the set of matrix units of R. Seti j
ny2 ny1
y s e q xe and z s e . i , iq1 ny1, n iq1, i
is1 is1
Let B be the subring of R generated by y and z. Then xe s y ny1 g B1, n
ny1 w . .xqy1and e s z g B. Hence e s xe e g B. Analogously, en, 1 11 1, n n, 1 nn
g B. Therefore e s e y g B. Similarly, e , xe , e g B and so12 11 21 ny1, n n, ny1
e , e g B. Therefore e , e , e , e g B, and hence22 ny1, ny1 23 32 ny1, ny2 ny2, ny1
e , e g B. Continuing in this fashion, we obtain that33 ny2, ny2
e , e . . . , e , xe , e , e . . . , e , e , xe g B.12 23 ny2, ny1 ny1, n 21 32 ny1, ny2 n , ny1 nn
 .w xqy2Thus e s xe xe g B. It now follows that e g B for allny1, n ny1, n nn i j
n n  .1 F i, j F n. Furthermore, let u s  e . Then xu s  e xe e ,is1 i i is1 in nn ni
and so F ? u : B. It is now clear that B s R, and so R is generated by y
and z.
w xWe refer the reader to the work of Beidar et al. 8 for the basic
terminology and results of the theory of rings with generalized polynomial
 .identities. Given a prime ring R, we denote by Q R the maximal rightm r
w x  .ring of quotients of R 8, Chapter 2 . The center C of Q R is called them r
 . wMartindale or extended centroid of R. It is known that C is a field 8,
xpage 70 . If R is a simple ring, then CR s R, and so R is a C-algebra.
THEOREM 3.18. Let a be a radical. Then the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .1 E¨ery finitely generated a-semisimple ring is a direct sum of simple
a-semisimple rings.
 .2 E¨ery finitely generated a-semisimple ring is a direct sum of a finite
number simple a-semisimple rings.
 .3 There exists a finite set B of matrix rings o¨er finite fields such that
 .  .a R s U B R for e¨ery finitely generated ring R.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Let R be a finitely generated a-semisimple ring with
< <generating set S, S - `. Then R s [ R , where each R is a nonzeroi iig I
simple ring. Clearly, there exists a finite subset J of I such that S :
[ R , and so R : [ R . Therefore I s J.j jjg J jg J
 .  .2 « 3 . Let B be the set of all nonisomorphic finitely generated
simple a-semisimple rings and let 0 / R g B. Suppose that R2 s 0. Then
R s Z 0. for some prime number p, and so Z 20. g Sa . Since Z 20. containsp p p
an element of additive order p2, it is not isomorphic to a direct sum of
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simple rings, a contradiction. Thus R is a simple prime ring and R2 s R. It
 .follows from 2 that
If A is an ideal of a finitely generated a-semisimple ring, then A2 s A.
12 .
< <We now claim that R - `. Indeed, let C be the Martindale centroid of
w x w xR. Consider V s R)C x the free product of C-algebras R and C x .
Every element of V is a sum of monomials of the form
M s r x k 0 r x k1 ??? x k n r , r g R , k G 0,0 1 nq1 i j
 4and so the ring V is generated by S j x . In particular, V is a finitely
 . ngenerated ring. Next, let U be the ideal of V generated by x. If f x g U ,
 . w xthen the degree of f x in x is at least n 8, page 214 . Therefore
n i  .  .F U s 0, and so a V / 0 by 12 . Let 0 / a g R. It follows from theis1
definition of the free product that there exists a homomorphism f :a
 .  .V ª R such that f x s a and f r s r for all r g R. Clearly, f is aa a a
  ..surjective ring map. Hence f a V s 0, and so every nonzero elementa
 .f g a V is a generalized polynomial identity of R. By Martindale's
w xtheorem 8, Theorem 6.1.6 , R contains a nonzero idempotent e such that
eR is a minimal right ideal of R, and eRe is a finite-dimensional over C
w xdivision algebra. According to Litoff's theorem 8, Theorem 4.3.11 , there
 .exists an idempotent u of R such that S : uRu and uRu ( M eRe .n
< <Therefore R : uRu, and so R is a finite-dimensional C-algebra. If C s `,
w xthen the van der Monde determinant argument yields that the ring R t is
 w x. w xa subdirect product of copies of R, and so a R t s 0. Clearly, R t is a
`  w x. ifinitely generated a-semisimple ring. Since F tR t s 0, we obtain ais1
 . < <contradiction to 12 . Thus C - `, and hence R is a matrix ring over a
finite field C. That is, every ring R belonging to B is a matrix ring over a
finite field.
 :   :.Let X be a two-element set. Consider the ring A s Z X ra Z X .
By assumption, A s [n R , where each R g B. On the other hand, leti iis1
R g B. Then by Lemma 3.17, there exists a surjective ring map f :
 :   :.  .Z X ª R. Clearly, a Z X : ker f , and so there exists a surjec-
tive ring map c : [n R ª R. Therefore R s R for some 1 F i F n.i iis1
< <  .  .Thus B F n. It is clear that a D s U B D for every finitely generated
ring D.
 .  .3 « 1 . Clearly, B : Sa . Let R be a finitely generated a-semisimple
 .  .ring. Then U B R s 0. According to Lemma 2.12 2 , R satisfies a polyno-
mial identity of the form x m y x n with m ) n. Now Lemma 2.13 and
Theorem 2.11 together yield that R is a direct sum of finite number of
 .matrix rings over finite fields. Recalling that U B R s 0, we conclude
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that each of these matrix rings belongs to B. The proof is thereby
complete.
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